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ABSTRACT

This project is on “An Android Application For Bengali OCR From Image”. An OCR system for Bengali language is proposed here. This application can detect and recognize Bengali text that is captured by a mobile device or selected from gallery and displays recognized text onto the phone screen. You can edit the recognized text within this software and also can copy text for further use. For developing this application, we have used the Tesseract Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Engine which was developed by Google is an open source OCR application. The output of the OCR is allowed to be edited or copied recognized text for further processing like translate text via translator, save text file via different MSOffice Software. This project is useful for the foreign tourists to navigate while they are traveling around this country. This application will allow users to perform many actions in few minutes, such as copy text and modify it, instead of wasting time on retyping it. UI of this application is user friendly so that any user can use this application. This application is very much time consuming and accurate than other existing Bengali OCR.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
OCR means Optical Character Recognition that converts text image into editable text format. An example of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is ASCII code that the computer can manipulate. We used Unicode which is considered as converted text in our project. There are many recognition systems are available in play store for android. OCR plays eminent role in computer science. Recognition system works frequently for simple languages like English. Because English language has only 26 character sets. For standard text there are 52 numbers of characters including capital and small letters in English Language. Bengali is a complex language but organized language. But OCR system for Bengali language is still in preliminary level for android. The reasons of its complexities are its character shapes, its top bars and end bars more over it has some modified, vowel and compound characters.

1.2 Motivation
Android is a very popular platform. Most of the smart phones use Android Operating system. Now-a-days there are many OCR applications for android platform. Most of them are already used. But unfortunately there is not a good application for Bengali language which can fulfill the basic requirement. Google created an OCR engine, but they didn’t make any android application for Bengali language. So, we tried to build an Android based OCR application for solving this issue.

1.3 Objective
Objective of Bengali OCR for Android are given below:
- Converts an image to editable text
- Copy extracted text into clipboard for further use
1.4 Expected Outcomes

Our application can detect Bengali text from image more accurately than other applications. Time complexity of this application will be very low. The user interface will be very simple so that any user will be able to use this application very easily.

1.5 Report Layout

The entire project is composed by six chapters. In the report, layout is summarized that five chapter. Discuss the summarized below:

Chapter 2 covers background of this project, related works, comparative studies, scope of the problem and challenges. Chapter 3 contains business process modeling, requirement collection and analysis, use case modeling and design requirements. Chapter 4 contains front-end, back-end and interaction design and UX. Chapter 5 is about implementation of project and testing results. Chapter 6 covers conclusion, limitation and future development. And at last of this report there is references.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction
OCR is the mechanical or electronic transformation of scanned digital images of handwritten, typewritten or printed text into machine-encoded text for example Unicode. It is largely used application for converting books and documents into text files. Early optical character recognition may be traced to technologies involving telegraphy and creating reading devices for the blind people. Emanuel Goldberg implemented a machine that read characters and converted them into standard telegraph code in 1914. Concurrently, Edmund Fournier d'Albe invented the Optophone which is a handheld scanner that when moved across a printed page, produced tones that corresponded to specific letters or characters. Since 1950, OCR has emerged a major research field for its usefulness. All over the world there are many widely spoken languages like English, Chinese, Arabic, Japanese, and Bengali etc. Bengali is ranked 5th as speaking language all over the world. Here we will present a total overview of Bengali OCR and its existing challenge is to know the development procedure and to estimate what more requires to do to create a complete Bengali OCR for making things easier.

2.2 Related Works
Bengali OCR isn’t a recent work, but there are very few mentionable work in this field. For example: CamScanner, Text fairy etc. For Bengali OCR ‘BORCA and Alpona-Pathok’ was made publicly all over the world in 2006. But They were not open source. In 2007 the Center for Research on Bengali Language Processing (CRBLP) released BengaliOCR – the first open source OCR software for Bengali language. BengaliOCR is a complete OCR framework and has a recognition rate of up to 98%(in limited domains) but it also has many limitations.
2.3 Comparative Studies
In existing software there is many complications and limitations. The user interface is not much user friendly. The accuracy and time consumption of software is very annoying. But in our software we have used the most accurate OCR engine Tesseract which was developed by Google. So it’s accuracy and time consumption is better than other existing softwares. And we have tried our level best to make this software user friendly.

2.4 Scope of the Problem
Each author has used their own set of data to build system. As a result, comparative analysis does not produce a really meaningful result in this project. Some authors addressed noise detection and cleaning phase in their works to make system convenient. However, a comprehensive solution for elimination of all types of noise for Bengali OCR system is not available. The reader has already understood that Bengali has not only basic characters; but also rich with modifiers and compound characters. Placement of modifiers may happen on the upper, lower, left or right side of original characters which generates a lot of complications. Rarely authors could confidently claim that a particular segmentation and classification scheme has dealt perfectly with all of them. Again lack of standard or benchmark samples do not allow one to make a comprehensive testing of their application. Existing applications are built up for printed documents where complex structure of documents is assumed not to present. Also these applications do not have any good quality page layout analyzer which could automatically identify picture and text paragraph of an input image. These have some limitations on line segmentation for newspaper document images because of the appearance of joining problem between two lines in the digital images. Existing OCR does not perform well for medium quality printed low resolution document images. Many of the existing applications are doing well but not user friendly and very complex user interface. There is some good quality application available, but they need premium subscription.
2.5 Challenges

Characters in Bengali are not alphabetical as in English where the characters largely have one-sound one-symbol characteristics. It is a mixture of syllabic and alphabetic characters. The use of modified and compound characters is also very common in Bengali language. This project presents methods for recognizing Bengali printed characters based on view-based approach.
CHAPTER 3
REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

3.1 Business Process Modeling
This model not only provides a clear view about the software that has been developed but also helps to achieve the goal. In this model when user need he or she will be update easily in his/her system or software and in this model are also useful for the developers.

Fig 3.1: Business Process Model
3.2 Requirement Collection and Analysis

Requirement collection and analysis is an important part of SDLC. Our system is based on Tesseract OCR engine. As we implemented our system for Bengali Language, so we need Bengali language data and trained data to make our system working. Google is working in this sector from 2006 and they made their source files open source for all. To make this software we need

- Tesseract OCR Engine
- Bengali language data
- Bengali trained data set

As Google already made this files open source and these files are also verified, so we used these files to make our system. Bengali trained data is the most important part of our system. So we carefully stored these data.

3.3 Use Case Modeling and Description

Use case model different types of users of a system and their fields of activities. In the following model the activities of admin and users are indicated.

![Use Case Model](image)

Fig 3.2 Use Case Model
3.4 Design Requirements

Design of our system will make our system unique. To expected output in an easy way we have designed our system carefully and in a decorative way. When the system will open first time, it will show welcome note and instructions to use the system. Then next skin will show to add image. After selecting image, it will show the image and ask for continue. After pressing Run OCR, it will show the recognized text which is our system’s output.

Design requirement for user:

- Welcome Skin
- Instruction Skin
- Gallery
- Camera
- Permission
- Confirm Skin
- Output Skin
CHAPTER 4
DESIGN SPECIFICATION

4.1 Front-end Design

- **Linear Layout**
  Linear Layout is a view group that aligns all children in a single direction, vertically or horizontally. It can be specified the layout direction with the android:orientation attribute. Linear Layout is used for viewing ImageView, TextView, Button etc.

- **Relative Layout**
  Relative Layout displays child views in relative positions and is a view group. The position of each view can be specified as relative to sibling elements (such as to the left-of or below another view) or in positions relative to the parent Relative Layout area (such as aligned to the bottom, left or center). For arranging our interface in relative position we used Relative Layout.

- **ImageView**
  We use ImageView class to display image files in our application. Image file is easy to use but hard to master in Android, because of the various screen sizes in Android devices. An android is enriched with some of the best UI design widgets which allows us to build good looking and attractive user interface based application.

- **TextView**
  For displaying text to the user of the application we use TextView. Its optionally allows them to edit it to make application user friendly. A TextView is a complete text editor, however the basic class is configured to not allow editing.
- **Button**
  A button consists of text or an icon or both text and an icon that communicates what action occurs when the user presses it. For Selecting Image and processing image in OCR engine we used Button in this application.

- **Frame Layout**
  Frame Layout is designed to block out an area on the screen to display a single item in android application. Generally, Frame Layout should be used to hold a single child view, because it can be difficult to organize child views in a way that's scalable to different screen sizes without the children overlapping each other. We use Frame Layout for blocking the area of loaded image on the screen to display selected image to the user which is important in our application to confirm the image is perfectly selected. We also used this method for many other purposes in this project.

- **Fragment**
  We used Fragment activity for enabling more modular activity design. Because a Fragment is a piece of activity which enables more modular activity design to the application. It won’t be wrong if we say, a fragment is a kind of sub-activity.

### 4.2 Back-end Design

- **Tesseract OCR engine:**
  Tesseract is an optical character recognition engine for various operating systems. It is free software and open source, released under the Apache License, Version 2.0, and development has been sponsored by Google since 2006. Tesseract was considered one of the most accurate open-source optical character recognition engine than available in 2006. We used Tesseract engine for recognizing Bengali text and display it for further use. It is very easy to install Tesseract optical character recognition (OCR) engine in android project.
• Trained dataset for Bengali Language:
  After an analysis of Tesseract, we found, that to integrate the Bengali script recognition support in Tesseract, we need a complete set of training data. This training data is dependent on the output of the script segment which will be included during test data recognition. It also depends on the nature of the segment that is included in the Tesseract engine; the engine has its own segment to detect lines, words and characters. Since Tesseract is a complete OCR package, once it is trained with the training data, we do not need to be concerned about feature extraction and recognition in order to recognize the characters in the Bengali script.

  The entire task is divided into two parts:
  1. Training data generation
  2. Test data processing

4.3 Interaction Design and UX

  Welcome Page Design:
  • Welcome Page
  • User Instructions
  • Go to Add Image

  OCR Page Design:
  • Add Image (Camera/Gallery)
  • Display Image to user
  • Run OCR for recognizing text
  • Display recognized text to user
  • Copy text

UX

UX means User Experience. This system design should be user friendly for good user experience. Now figure 4.1 can show proof that this system design satisfies its users. In figure 4.1 you can see that real users who are using this application provided their opinion about this application. Here, 19 real user’s opinion is
available where most of them that means 17 users voted very satisfied after using this application. Only 1 user voted that this application needs improvement or satisfactory for us. And 1 people voted not satisfied and added that this application needs more functionality.

![](image)

Fig 4.1 Chart of user experience

### 4.4 Implementation Requirement

To implement our project, we need Android Studio for Build Android application and Tesseract OCR engine and trained data set for Bengali language. We need XML code to design UI/UX for our Application. To implement other thing, we need Java programming language to do Add image and reorganizing text. We need to install Tesseract OCR engine in our project to build this application. We need all the tool to work with this project already I have discussed above.

**Software Requirements for our application**

- Windows 7 or higher/ Linux (Ubuntu, Fedora)
- Android Studio 2.3 or higher
- Java Development Kit 1.5 or higher
- Java Runtime Environment 1.5 or higher
- Android Operating System
Hardware Requirements for our application

- **Windows**
  - ✔ Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (32/64bit)
  - ✔ 8GB RAM recommended, Min: 3GB and 1 GB for the Android Emulator
  - ✔ Minimum 2 GB of available disk space, Recommended 4 GB
  - ✔ Screen Resolution: 1280 x 800 minimum

- **Linux**
  - ✔ GNOME or KDE Desktop
  - ✔ Tested on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS,
  - ✔ 64-bit distribution capable of running 32-bit applications
  - ✔ GNU C Library 2.19 or later
  - ✔ 8 GB RAM recommended; 3 GB minimum and 1 GB for the Android Emulator
  - ✔ Minimum 2 GB of available disk space, Recommended 4 GB
  - ✔ Screen Resolution: 1280 x 800 minimum
CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation of Database
Database implementation is a very difficult part of a system. But this application is a OCR application which is implemented by using Tesseract OCR engine. So here we don’t need any kind of database in this application. For Bengali OCR we need some trained data set to recognize text from image using Tesseract OCR engine. Google already released a verified trained data set for Bengali language which will be used in this application.

5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design
Figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 is welcome, description and instruction page of our application. It will be shown once when the application will be installed. After first time use this page won’t be shown to user. These pages will make the user interface easy to understand and use. There is also skip button in the pages. If users think these pages are boring, then he/she can skip these pages by pressing the skip button. After using this application, user added in their opinion that for using these pages this application become very attractive and user friendly.
Fig 5.1: Welcome Screen

Fig 5.2: Camera Instruction Screen

Fig 5.3: Gallery Instruction Screen
Figure 5.4, 5.5 is the selecting image page of this application. User can add image using camera or gallery form it. After click on Add image, a pop up will show two options. One is gallery and another one is camera. If user click on camera, then the phone camera will be opened and he/she can take pictures which he/she want to process. In other hand, if user click on gallery, the phone gallery will be opened and he/she can be able to select picture from storage.

![Fig 5.4: Add Image Screen](image1)

![Fig 5.5: Camera/Gallery Option Screen](image2)

Figure 5.6 is the final output page of this application. After pressing the Run OCR button, it will display the recognized text in the below of the page. It will take a very small amount of time to process the image depends on the text size, noise, different shapes, resolution and other things in the image. Then user can edit or copy text from here.
5.3 Implementation of Interactions

To make this application interactive we have implemented responsive UI for better user experience. To make things easy we have used image view, Text button, confirm page. The UI design of this application is user friendly.

Figure 5.7 is the image view of selected image of this application to make sure that user have selected the right image.
Figure 5.8 is the page where text button is used as Run OCR to make it easy to the user to understand use this application.
5.4 Testing Implementation

System Testing is a level of the software testing where complete and integrated software is tested. To evaluate the system’s compliance with the specified requirements is the purpose of this test.

Table 5.1 : Testing Objective of Our Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No</th>
<th>Test Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>To check whether the programs run or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>To check display all option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>To check all option are working or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>To check whether asked for media permission or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>To check whether camera option working or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>To check whether gallery option working or not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.1 is the testing objective of this application. When we tested this application by real time user, we asked these questions to every user. Based on these objectives we have created our test results and reports.

### 5.5 Test Results and Reports

Table 5.2 shows the test results depending on the test cases implemented in the previous section of this chapter.

Table 5.2: Result of Test Objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No</th>
<th>Test Objective</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>To check whether the programs run or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>To check display all option</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>To check all option are working or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>To check whether asked for media permission or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>To check whether camera option working or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>To check whether gallery option working or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>To check whether the OCR engine working or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>To check whether image change stopped it or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>To check output text can be edited or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>To check output text can be copied or not</td>
<td>Successfully</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found the test results quite successful. This application is satisfied by the user. Usability testing examines the following features of this application.

- How easy it is to use this application?
- How easy it is to learn this application?
- How convenient it is to the user?
- How accurate it is to recognize text?

So at the end of the development we can carry out the results as the benefits of usability testing to the end of the user.
- Better application
- User friendly with great UI
- More understandability accepted by users
- Good accuracy
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion
We have successfully met the aims and objectives of our project. Our project “An Android Application For Bengali OCR From Image” is completed by using Android Studio, Tesseract OCR engine and trained data set for Bengali language. The application will take image as an input and return recognized Bengali text from image as output. This application is more accurate than other existing application. We have tried our level best to make this application simple so that any user can use this application easily. Basically this application is made to make our daily life easy. It is difficult to type Bengali language in mobile. Using this application, it will be very easy to copy text from existing photo. It will help tourists a lot to make their journey easy in Bangladesh. This application will reduce complexity of Bengali language. It is very simple and time consuming. Hopefully it will be a breakthrough in Bengali optical character recognition system for android operating system.

6.2 Limitations
As we are introducing a beta version of this application, it has some limitations.

- It doesn’t support all Bengali fonts.
- It works slowly in big images where is so much text.
- Its accuracy is low for multi-language images.

Our team is working very hard to overcome these limitations in future.

6.3 Scope for Further Developments
We are planning to release this application in Play Store. So we have already figure out some future development features to make this application stable and popular to user.

- It will support all Bengali fonts.
- It will support image cropping. So it will be more time consuming and accurate.
- One click copy recognized text.
- Translate recognized text in other languages.
- Save recognized text in different format like text file, pdf, word document etc.
- Instant live translate from camera.
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